
Anticipated
THIN SPB THIN SPB THIN SPB Prescribed Dry and Xeric Dry and Xeric Shortleaf/Bluestem Longleaf/Bluestem

ALT ACRES ACRES ACRES ACRES ACRES ACRES Site Preparation Planting Fire Oak Forests Oak Woodlands  Woodlands  Woodlands
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 none

11,102 4,669   Hand tools and prescribed fire, prescribe fire alone, or no treatment. none 10 years 15,771                 
2 4,233   1,928   Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire. shortleaf pine 3 - 5 years 6,161                         

2,808   785      Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire. longleaf pine 3 - 5 years 3,593                         
Total-> 15,771              6,161                     3,593                     

4,092   4,354   Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 10 years 8,446                   
2,422   772      Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire, roller drum chopping alone, or prescribed fire alone. shortleaf pine 3 - 5 years 3,194                         

3 972      1,023   Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 1,887                   108                      
Total-> 3,394    1,795    

1,025   168      Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire, roller drum chopping alone, or prescribed fire alone. longleaf pine 3 - 5 years 1,193                         
941      543      Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 1,432                   52                        

Total-> 1,966    711       

Total-> 11,765              160                   3,194                     1,193                     

3,978   4,327   Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 10 years 8,305                   
0 0 Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire, roller drum chopping alone, or prescribed fire alone. 0

4 2,683   1,795   Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 10 years 4,478                   
Total-> 2,683    1,795    

1,025   168      Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire, roller drum chopping alone, or prescribed fire alone. longleaf pine 3 - 5 years 1,193                         
941      543      Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 1,432                   52                        

Total-> 1,966    711       

Total-> 14,215              52                     0 1,193                     

4,092   4,354   Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 3-5&10 years* 7,401                   1,045                   
2,422   772      Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire, roller drum chopping alone, or prescribed fire alone. shortleaf pine 3 - 5 years 3,194                         

5 972      1,023   Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 1,887                   108                      
Total-> 3,394    1,795    

1,025   168      Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire, roller drum chopping alone, or prescribed fire alone. longleaf pine 3 - 5 years 1,193                         
941      543      Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 1,432                   52                        

Total-> 1,966    711       

Total-> 10,720              1,205                3,194                     1,193                     

4,092   4,354   Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 10 years 8,446                   
2,422   772      Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire, roller drum chopping alone, or prescribed fire alone. shortleaf pine 3 - 5 years 3,194                         

6 972      1,023   Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 1,887                   108                      
Total-> 3,394    1,795    

1,025   168      Roller drum chopping and prescribed fire, roller drum chopping alone, or prescribed fire alone. longleaf pine 3 - 5 years 1,193                         
941      543      Hand tools and prescribed fire, hand tools alone, prescribed fire alone or no treatment. none 1,432                   52                        

Total-> 1,966    711       

Total-> 11,765              160                   3,194                     1,193                     

* 8,115 acres additional woodland conditions -- 1045 acres in treatment stands
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